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Lecture 5: Applications to logic
Review of lecture 4
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Thus we obtain that \((\mathcal{X}(L), \tau_S)\) is compact, coherent, and sober.
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In particular, this implies the following representation of bounded distributive lattices.

**Topological representation theorem:** Each bounded distributive lattice is isomorphic to a sublattice of $\tau_S$. Therefore each bounded distributive lattice can be represented as a sublattice of the lattice of open subsets of some topological space.
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As a result, we obtain two dualities for bounded distributive lattices. One is the Priestley duality. The other is the spectral duality. Moreover, in a sense, the Priestley and spectral dualities are different sides of the same coin, as follows from Cornish’s theorem.

Thus we can develop a duality for distributive lattices by means of either topology and order—Priestley duality—where topology behaves rather nicely; or only by means of topology—spectral duality—but then the topology is not as nice as in the other case.
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The representation theorems that we obtained in previous lectures readily provide completeness theorems for the following propositional logical systems: Intuitionistic Propositional Calculus (IPC), Classical Propositional Calculus (CPC), and their implication-free fragments.

Formulae of these calculi are built from propositional variables $p$, $q$, ..., logical constants $\top$ (“true”) and $\bot$ (“false”), and logical connectives $\land$ (conjunction), $\lor$ (disjunction), and $\rightarrow$ (implication).
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Recall that a sequent $\Gamma \vdash \Delta$ is an ordered pair where $\Gamma = \varphi_1, ..., \varphi_m$ and $\Delta = \psi_1, ..., \psi_n$ are (possibly empty) finite tuples of formulæ, called contexts.

Our systems can be axiomatized using the inference rules of the form

$$\frac{\Gamma_1 \vdash \Delta_1, \ldots, \Gamma_k \vdash \Delta_k}{\Gamma \vdash \Delta}$$

"from sequents $\Gamma_1 \vdash \Delta_1, \ldots, \Gamma_k \vdash \Delta_k$ infer the sequent $\Gamma \vdash \Delta$.”

A proof in each of the systems consists of a succession of sequents each of which is derivable from the previous ones according to the inference rules.
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We will be very sketchy about the axiomatics of these (well known and thoroughly investigated) systems; in fact, we will see below that the description of the semantics precisely reflects the nature of the corresponding inference rules.

In the semantics that we will consider, the formulæ will be interpreted by elements of a bounded distributive lattice; those of IPC will be interpreted by elements of a Heyting lattice; and those of CPC—by elements of a Boolean lattice.

Moreover, conjunction will be interpreted by meet, disjunction by join, and implication by the Heyting implication in case of IPC and by the Boolean implication in case of CPC.
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A model of one of our calculi in this semantics thus consists of a bounded distributive lattice $L$ together with a valuation – an assignment to each propositional variable $p$ of an element $v(p) \in L$.

The valuation is then extended to all formulæ by induction:

\[
\begin{align*}
    v(\top) &= 1, \\
    v(\bot) &= 0, \\
    v(\varphi \land \psi) &= v(\varphi) \land v(\psi), \\
    v(\varphi \lor \psi) &= v(\varphi) \lor v(\psi),
\end{align*}
\]

and for IPC (resp. CPC), $L$ must be a Heyting lattice (resp. Boolean lattice), and additionally
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    v(\varphi \to \psi) = v(\varphi) \to v(\psi).
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A sequent \( \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_m \vdash \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n \) is said to be true in such a model if

\[
\nu(\varphi_1) \land \cdots \land \nu(\varphi_m) \leq \nu(\psi_1) \lor \cdots \lor \nu(\psi_n)
\]

holds true in the lattice \( L \).

A calculus is said to be sound with respect to this semantics if any sequent which is derivable starting “from nothing”, i. e. starting from an empty succession of sequents, is true in all models of this semantics.

In principle the only thing we need to know about the inference rules is that they ensure soundness of the corresponding system with respect to the semantics.
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As a simple example, the inference rule

\[ \varphi \vdash \varphi \]

corresponds to \( \leq \) to be reflexive in our lattice.

As a more complicated example, consider the cut rule

\[
\frac{\Gamma_1 \vdash \Delta_1, \varphi \quad \varphi, \Gamma_2 \vdash \Delta_2}{\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \vdash \Delta_1, \Delta_2}.
\]

This rule corresponds to the fact that in any distributive lattice, if

\[ a_1 \leq b_1 \lor c \text{ and } c \land a_2 \leq b_2, \]

then

\[ a_1 \land a_2 \leq b_1 \lor b_2. \]
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A calculus is said to be complete with respect to a class of models in this semantics if any sequent which is true in all models from that class is derivable in the above sense.

A standard technique to prove completeness of a given calculus is the well-known Lindenbaum-Tarski construction. Namely, one can take the lattice of provable equivalence classes of formulæ.

The formulæ $\varphi$ and $\psi$ are called provably equivalent if the sequents $\varphi \vdash \psi$ and $\psi \vdash \varphi$ are both derivable in the calculus.

Identifying provably equivalent formulæ one obtains a lattice of appropriate type equipped with the valuation $\nu$ which assigns to a formula $\varphi$ its equivalence class.

In this way, we obtain a model, and it is then not difficult to see that a sequent is derivable iff it is true in this model.
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However the Lindenbaum-Tarski construction as a rule produces a large lattice which is very difficult to describe.

That’s where the representation theorems can help. One of their virtues is that they provide completeness of our calculi with respect to the models whose underlying lattices are easier to work with.

Our first representation theorem of Lecture 2 implies that each bounded distributive lattice $L$ is isomorphic to a sublattice of the lattice $\mathcal{U}(P)$ of upsets of some poset $P$.

This theorem implies that the implication-free fragment of IPC is complete with respect to the relational semantics—the semantics in which the only models allowed are those in which formulæ are interpreted as upsets of a poset $P$, the conjunction as set-theoretic intersection, and the disjunction as set-theoretic union.
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Similarly, the representation of Heyting lattices provides us with the following completeness of IPC:

\[
\text{IPC is complete with respect to the class of all posets.}
\]

For those familiar with Kripke semantics of IPC, the above completeness is just a reformulation of the Kripke completeness of IPC. Put differently, Kripke completeness of IPC is nothing more but a representation of Heyting lattices as lattices of upsets of posets!
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In the case of Boolean lattices the order \( \leq \) of the poset \( P \) becomes trivial. Thus we arrive at the following well-known completeness of CPC:

**Completeness of CPC:** If we interpret formulæ of CPC as subsets of a set, \( \land \) as set-theoretic intersection, \( \lor \) as set-theoretic union, and \( \phi \rightarrow \psi \) as \( (S - \nu(\varphi)) \cup \nu(\psi) \), then CPC is complete with respect to the class of all sets.
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In this case further improvements are possible. In particular it is sufficient to restrict our attention to a unique singleton set \( \{s\} \). The corresponding Boolean lattice is the two element Boolean lattice \( \mathcal{P}(\{s\}) \). If we denote the elements of \( \mathcal{P}(\{s\}) \) by \( \bot \) and \( \top \), then we arrive at the well-known result that theorems of CPC are exactly the formulæ true in all models based on \( \{\bot, \top\} \), which are known as tautologies.

It is important to mention that a similar reduction is not possible in the case of IPC. In fact, no single finite model suffices for completeness of IPC! This is a famous result of Kurt Gödel from the thirties.

On the other hand, IPC is complete with respect to an infinite class of finite models—another famous result from the thirties by Stanislaw Jaśkowski.
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Similarly, the topological representation of Boolean lattices provides us with the following completeness of CPC:

**Topological completeness of CPC:** If we interpret formulæ of CPC as clopens, \( \land \) as set-theoretic intersection, \( \lor \) as set-theoretic union, and \( \phi \rightarrow \psi \) as \((X - \nu(\varphi)) \cup \nu(\psi)\), then CPC is complete with respect to the class of all topological spaces.

In fact for CPC, as we already saw, it is enough to restrict our attention to discrete spaces or even to a single one-element space.

This restriction is again **not** possible in the case of IPC.
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Summary

To summarize:

- We have developed basics of lattice theory.
- We have characterized distributive lattices as those lattices which do not have the diamond and pentagon configurations.
- We have introduced Boolean lattices and Heyting lattices, which form important subclasses of the class of distributive lattices.
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